Selective constraints in yeast genes with differential expressivity: codon pair usage and mRNA stability perspectives.
Protein translation has been elucidated to be dictated by evolutionary constraints, namely, variations in tRNA availabilities and/or variations in codon-anticodon binding that is manifested in biased codon usage. Taking advantage of publicly available mRNA expression and protein abundance data for Saccharomyces cerevisiae, we have performed a comprehensive analysis of the diverse factors guiding translation leading to desired protein levels irrespective of the corresponding high or low mRNA levels. It has been elucidated in this study that different combinations of most abundant/non abundant tRNA isoacceptors are selected for in S. cerevisiae that helps in achieving the optimum speed and accuracy in the protein translation process. This is also accompanied by the strategic location of codon pairs in coherence to mRNA secondary structure folding stability for the above mentioned combinations of tRNA isoacceptors. We thus find that codon pair contextual effects; in addition to tRNA abundance and mRNA folding stability during translation elongation process play plausible roles in maintaining translation accuracy and speed that can achieve desired protein levels.